THERE IS ALWAYS HOPE
God releases Peter from Prison
(Emma Pears)

Peter was in chains
An angel came
In the midst of the night
He found that he was free
Wondered how it could be
His cell was filled with light

There is always hope
For a stranger
A bringer of good news
There is always hope
For an answer
When we are confused
In pain or in darkness
In sadness and despair
Hope is there
Find it somewhere
Hope is always there

His friends they knelt in prayer
Amazed he was there
They’d thought that Peter would die
His chains lay on the floor
God had opened the door
He had answered their cry

There is always hope
For a stranger
A bringer of good news
There is always hope
For an answer
When we are confused
In pain or in darkness
In sadness and despair
Hope is there
Find it somewhere
Hope is always there

When life can seem so hopeless
Don’t forget God is goodness
If the scene looks dark before you
Never forget, never forget…

There is always hope
For a stranger
A bringer of good news
There is always hope
For an answer
When we are confused
In pain or in darkness
In sadness and despair
Hope is there
Find it somewhere
Hope is always there
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